during my residency at the doris duke Foundation for islamic art in shangri la, in honolulu, hawai'i, in september-october 2012, a previously unknown illustrated nineteenth-century shiʿi pilgrimage scroll came to my attention. the scroll, acquired in the iranian city of Kerman in 1971, is currently preserved in a private collection in Kailua, hawai'i, where i was able to inspect it in person. according to its present owner, the scroll is roughly 20 centimeters by 194 centimeters and the paper is printed in six sections and glued to a fabric (perhaps cotton) backing. the first five sections (from right to left) are each 32 centimeters wide, the last one 34 centimeters. there is a faded red wash on the top and bottom borders, as well as on portions of the monuments ( fig. 1 ). the scroll was printed by way of lithography and is currently preserved under glass in a custom-made frame. it is in fragile condition, with a large piece of paper missing in the fourth section along with various other small pieces. several areas bear water stains, particularly a considerable part of the first section. in a small section at the end of the document, on the far left, most of which is left blank, we find mention of the person who commissioned the print (in nineteenth-century wording ḥasb al-khvāhish-i …, "according to the order of …"). the client's name is given as Muhammad jaʿfar Kasa ʾi, a cloth merchant (bazzāz) from Karbala. commissioning, and thus paying for the production of, an item such as the pilgrimage scroll, or, for that matter, any item of religious import, was regarded as deserving of religious reward (savāb), so clients made it a point to have their names mentioned.
judging from the style of its illustrations, the scroll was made around the end of the nineteenth century or the beginning of the twentieth. While lithography was the dominant technique for producing printed items during much of the Qajar period, research has so far focused on lithographed books and journals.1 items of a more ephemeral nature, such as single-leaf prints of illustrations,2 amulets,3 charms, and announcements of personal or public import, have rarely been preserved and, if so, are often in extremely fragile condition. in this respect, the present essay is a contribution to the history of printing in iran. essentially, the pilgrimage scroll presents a visual journey from Mecca to Mashhad. the visual presentation is accompanied by rhymed passages treating various stations of the journey. as far as these stations and the related rites are concerned, the scroll is closely linked to other documents of a similar nature, such as manuals for pilgrims and historical travelogues. While there is a substantial body of published travelogues, particularly from the Qajar period,4 along with related studies,5 the present essay does not intend to discuss the scroll consistently in correlation with these sources. rather, the main intention is to present and discuss the scroll's visual aspects and to contextualize these historically vis-à-vis Muslim, and particularly shiʿi, visual culture6 by relating the scroll to both earlier and later similar documents. illUstrated hajj certiFicates: a short sUrveY hajj certificates are stylized legal documents testifying to the fact that a certain individual has participated in the pilgrimage to Mecca and has executed the required rituals. even though there is a terminological differen-Ḥaramayn (revelations of the two sanctuaries) by Muhyi al-din lari (d. 1526),14 and the Kitāb Mawlid al-Nabī (Book of the celebration of the Birth of the prophet) by jaʿfar ibn hasan al- Barzanji (d. 1766 ).15 similar images were later also included in various manuals for pilgrims,16 or produced separately on single leafs.17 the public display of illustrated hajj certificates in mosques might furthermore have given rise to depictions of the sacred precincts in Mecca and Medina on tiles,18 a phenomenon that is particularly known from the ottoman period. 19 Besides their visual characteristics, many of the early documents are also pertinent to the study of islamic art because, rather than being written or illustrated by hand, they were produced in the early technique of woodblock printing.20 this technique was probably derived from Buddhist practice21 and enjoyed considerable popularity in the arab world between the beginning of the tenth and the middle of the fifteenth century. the fact that woodblock printing was often used for the production of amulets22 links the religiously motivated hajj certificates to other practices in the area of popular belief systems and the occult arts.
Besides the documents preserved today in the istanbul Museum of turkish and islamic art, numerous manuscript copies of hajj certificates from various collec tions have been published and discussed.23 particularly magnificent specimens include the 212-centimeter-long pilgrimage scroll testifying to the hajj of Maymuna bint ʿabdallah al-zardali in 836 (1433), preserved in the British Museum in london;24 the equally brilliant 665-centimeter-long scroll acknowledging the ʿumra of sayyid Yusuf ibn sayyid shihab al-din Mawara ʾ al-Nahri dated 21 Muharram 837 (september 6, 1433), preserved in the Museum of islamic art in Qatar;25 and the hajj certificate (turkish hac vekâletnamesi) prepared in 951 (1544) for Şehzade Mehmed, preserved in the topkapı palace Museum in istanbul.26 the aga Khan Museum in toronto recently acquired a late eighteenthcentury pilgrimage scroll sized 918 by 45.5 centimeters that, in addition to images of Mecca, Medina, and jerusalem, contains representations of Najaf and other shiʿi sites; it was prepared by a certain sayyid Muhammad chishti.27 in contrast to the pilgrimage certificates exclusively depicting sites of sunni-or rather common Muslim-relevance, the items in Qatar and toronto "go tiation between the minor pilgrimage (arabic ʿumra), i.e., the execution of the pilgrimage rites at any time of the year, and the major pilgrimage (arabic ḥajj), i.e., the pilgrimage during the month of dhu 'l-hijja, the designation hajj certificate is indiscriminately applied to both. providing that one can manage it physically as well as financially, it is obligatory for every Muslim to undertake the pilgrimage to Mecca at least once in his or her lifetime. Meanwhile, people who, for various reasons, are not able to do so, may commonly delegate their obligation to another individual to perform the pilgrimage in their stead (ḥajj al-badal). accordingly, the certificates either testify to the pilgrimage of the person physically present or to the fact that this person participated in the pilgrimage as somebody else's proxy.
a large variety of historical hajj certificates dating from as early as the seljuk period and ranging up to the ayyubid period are today preserved in the Museum of turkish and islamic art in istanbul. they are part of a hoard of documents that the ottoman rulers had transferred to istanbul from damascus in 1893.7 since the 1960s most of the pilgrimage documents preserved in istanbul have been studied by the French scholars dominique sourdel and janine sourdel-thomine,8 and additional studies have been published by Şule aksoy and rachel Milstein,9 and david j. roxburgh.10 the chief importance of the hajj certificates lies in their documentary value. Meanwhile, because of their artistic content they also pertain to the field of islamic art. First and foremost, in addition to the text, many of the certificates contain illustrations of the sacred Muslim sites in Mecca and Medina, sometimes also including the Ḥaram (sanctuary) in jerusalem.11 these illustrations not only constitute fascinating subjects of research in their own right but also, as previous studies have argued, might document earlier stages of buildings and structures that are otherwise known only from textual evidence. 12 Moreover, the visual representations of the sacred Muslim sites supplied in the hajj certificates are early specimens of illustrations that later served to guide pilgrims at the sacred sites of islam. illustrations extremely close to those first appearing in the hajj certificates are schematically included in such widely used books as the Dalāʾil al-khayrāt (guide of the perplexed) by Muhammad ibn sulayman al-jazuli (d. 1465),13 the Futūḥ al-latin alphabet, whether as a translation or as an approximate transcription. this feature raises the question of the document's intended audience-an audience that was obviously not expected to read arabic fluently. since the translated terms in latin writing are supplied in english, we may presume that the certificate was directed at a Muslim audience originating from the indian subcontinent.
zwemer's hajj certificate is closely paralleled by another, vaguely contemporary one ( fig. 3 ). this item formerly belonged to the professor of New testament exegesis and subsequent archbishop of sweden, erling eidem , who had most probably acquired it in the second decade of the century during his peregrinations in egypt and palestine. in 1931, eidem donated the document to the University in lund, sweden, where it is now on display in the Faculty of theology. the visual details of this "very unpretentious popular print" have been minutely discussed by jan hjärpe. 32 the four images rendered in both printed items depict essentially the same scenes. From right to left they illustrate: (a) the ritual sites a pilgrim is required to visit in the vicinity of Mecca; (b) the Ḥaram in Mecca; (c) the prophet's mosque in Medina; and (d) the Ḥaram in jerusalem. Both items also share a written passage located at the bottom of the first illustration on the right side. serving as the actual pilgrimage certificate, this passage offers blank spaces to fill in the pilgrim's name and provenance, and the actual date of the performance. at the very end, after the words "testified to the above" (shahida bi-dhālika), a number of witnesses (four in zwemer's item and three in the lund certificate) would sign their names acknowledging the proper execution of the required rituals.
in addition to the printed hajj certificates with a standard set of four images, there were also printed certificates for specific individual sites, such as Medina (and, possibly, jerusalem), as demonstrated by the published example of a mid-nineteenth-century Medina certificate.33 Whereas the lund example is bordered by small circles that alternately frame the names of Muhammad and allah (the latter written in a number of minor variations), it is interesting to note that the ornaments bordering the image of the Medina certificate are the same ones used in zwemer's Mecca certificate, so both cer-beyond the canonical pilgrimage to Mecca to include sites of particular shiʿi veneration."28 since full versions of these hajj certificates are currently not available, the extent to which they are pertinent to the present discussion of shiʿi visual pilgrimage documents remains to be determined by future detailed scrutiny.
ModerN priNted hajj certiFicates
Most studies of hajj certificates and related phenomena are concerned with specimens that are either very old or particularly attractive in terms of their execution. Fairly recent items, such as the fascinating eighteenthcentury metal plaque for printing a pilgrimage certificate preserved in the Walters art Museum in Baltimore,29 have not received much attention. and a late nineteenth-century printed "Mecca certificate" first published in samuel M. zwemer's study Arabia: The Cradle of Islam (1900) has gone largely unnoticed ( fig. 2 ). 30 even in comparison to many of the brilliantly executed historical items, the specimen published by zwemer is not devoid of a certain charm. Notably, its tra ditional iconography of the pilgrimage sites in Mecca and Medina is by no means less detailed than that of its historical manuscript predecessors. the chief importance of the printed certificate, however, lies not in its historical value or artistic merit. rather, this particular item becomes meaningful because it was produced and distributed in the hundreds, maybe even thousands. in this manner, it gains a social dimension as a document testifying to the continuation of a traditional practice with modern technical means. Modern printed hajj certificates were not available only to the "privileged few,"31 who would have spent considerable funds on the production of magnificent items produced by talented and diligently working artists. even in comparison to the early printed documents, modern printed hajj certificates would reach a much wider audience, since paper was no longer an expensive rarity. With the introduction of printing, for the first time in history hajj certificates became commodified accessories for pilgrims. it is particularly interesting that in zwemer's hajj certificate many of the names and terms given inside the images are rendered not only in arabic but also in the these documents demonstrate features that are closely similar to those of the corresponding sunni items. Whereas the modern publisher of the older item edited the document's text, the reproduction of the second, later document is so small that the text passages are hardly legible. as in the sunni documents, the centrally placed text of the hajj certificate proper leaves blank spaces intended for the name of the pilgrim and his place of origin. the more recent hajj certificate is dated 9 dhu 'l-hijja 1321 (February 26, 1904) . it is thus more or less contemporary with the sunni hajj certificates published by zwemer and hjärpe. instead of the regular set of four sites of pilgrimage seen in the printed sunni documents, the top sections of both printed shiʿi hajj certificates illustrate a set of five sites that imply a tificates were probably produced in the same printing establishment. Meanwhile, the graphic layout of the buildings on the Medina certificate is noticeably different from that of the Mecca certificate. Both documents include a written passage testifying to a given individual's visit. the passage includes empty spaces for the names of that individual and for a total of four wit nesses ( fig. 4 ).
While recent printed certificates such as those discussed above deserve attention, it is striking to note that most of the pilgrimage documents studied so far bespeak a sunni perspective. although visual aspects of shiʿi Muslim culture have increasingly gained attention in recent Western scholarship,34 the visual dimension of pilgrimage from a shiʿi perspective still calls for adequate consideration. Notably, the shiʿi perspective relates not only to the pilgrimage to Mecca (ḥajj, ʿumra) but also to the popular pilgrimage (persian zīyārat) to major sites of shiʿi remembrance and worship in iraq and iran, such as the tombs of the imams and the innumerable shrines of their descendants (the Imāmzādas). these popular pilgrimages, which had always been regarded as "meritorious acts of devotion," had, in the safavid period, "acquired growing canonical status. theoretically they were even placed on the same level as the hajj."35 Unillustrated pilgrimage certificates attesting to visits to the shrine of imam rida in Mashhad are known from as early as the sixteenth century,36 and single-leaf prints depicting the tragic events of Karbala are known to have been produced at the beginning of the twentieth century, when they were probably distributed or sold to shiʿi pilgrims at the shrines in Najaf or Karbala ( fig. 5 ).37 these images not only constituted items of pious commemoration but would probably also have served to document the owner's actual visit to the sites of shiʿi pilgrimage in Najaf and/or Karbala.
Meanwhile, as a direct case in point, there are also popular prints of shiʿi pilgrimage certificates dating from the late nineteenth and early twentieth century. two of these documents have been published casually-i.e., without any references to their provenance or present location.38 While both documents are extremely similar, the older one, probably dating from the end of the nineteenth century, was executed with comparatively greater professional care.39 already at first sight, longer extant, having been destroyed by iconoclast Wahhabis, apparently in 1925-26. the fifth and final illustration, in the far left section of the document, depicts (e) the oasis Fadak (bāgh-i Fadak), a place in the vicinity of Medina that was formerly renowned for its rich date palms. this site is also imbued with a particular significance for the shiʿi community. Before the spread of islam, the oasis had belonged to the jewish community, who gave it to Muhammad as part of the peace agreement they had reached. Muhammad devoted the revenue from the date palms to needy travelers and the poor. Following Muhammad's death a dispute broke out between his daughter, Fatima, and the first caliph, abu Bakr, as to who was the rightful owner of Fadak. Whereas Fatima regarded the oasis as part of her inheritance, abu Bakr maintained that the revenue should be spent in exactly the same way as the prophet had settled it. since Fatima could not produce witnesses sustaining her claim that would satisfy abu Bakr, he did not relent. the shiʿi community regards abu Bakr's rejection of Fatima's claim as an act of injustice that belongs to a long series of sunni atrocities denying the prophet's family its rightful position and inheritance. together with the persian text, part of which describes the pilgrim's acts during his journey to the various sacred sites, this hajj certificate thus presents a decidedly shiʿi perspective. the shiʿi pilgriMage scroll the shiʿi pilgrimage scroll that is the main subject of this essay consists essentially of two areas of a different nature. the scroll's middle area has a total of twenty-four images illustrating the various shiʿi pilgrimage sites. Both the top and bottom borders contain poetry. Besides the scroll's dominant visual character, the texts also contribute to the study of pilgrimage practices and their shiʿi dimensions.
The Shiʿi Pilgrimage Scroll: The Verses
in the area containing the poetry, each couplet is bordered by an ornamental frame that separates it from the following one. each section contains seven verses, totaling eighty-four verses altogether. the verses are fairly distinctly shiʿi perspective, particularly with regard to the last two images ( fig. 6 ).
reading the images from right to left, there are (a) the Ḥaram in Mecca and (b) a double image depicting a pilgrim and a number of sheep at Mount arafat above and two pilgrims to the side of a set of steps below; these steps represent the masʿā between safa and Marwa, i.e., the distance that pilgrims are requested to trot back and forth as did abraham's wife hagar when searching for water for her infant son ismaʿil. in addition to these two sites of the sunni-or rather the common Muslim-dimension of the pilgrimage in Mecca, there is an image of (c) the prophet Muhammad's mosque at Medina that also belongs to the regular set of images depicted on the sunni hajj certificates. the next illustration depicts (d) the cemetery in Medina known as Baqiʿ (here denoted in persian as bārgāh-i Baqīʿ), a site that is rarely, if ever, included in the visual program of the sunni hajj certificates (although it has been visualized in manuscripts of the Futūḥ al-Ḥaramayn).40 this cemetery is particularly dear to the shiʿi community because it holds not only the graves of Muhammad's wives and his daughter Fatima, but also those of a number of the early shiʿi imams: the second imam, hasan (d. 661); the Fourth imam, ʿali ibn al-husayn "zayn al-ʿabidin," also known as the imam sajjad (d. ca. 713); the Fifth imam, Muhammad al-Baqir (d. ca. 733); and the sixth imam, jaʿfar al-sadiq (d. 765). today, the mausolea in the cemetery are no uncritical publications of the "Bazaar" kind.42 similar booklets, containing the text of taʿzīya dramas of venerated persons like husayn, Bibi shahrbanu, husayn's half-brother abu 'l-Fadl ʿabbas, Muslim (ibn ʿaqil), or husayn's sons Qasim and ʿali akbar, are still sold today. 43 Besides their crude and somewhat monotonous character, a striking feature of the verses is their emotional charge. Whereas the rites and practices of the pilgrimage in Mecca are mentioned in a matter-of-fact way, from their visit to the cemetery at Baqiʿ onwards the pilgrims shed tears, weeping and wailing ever so often. even though the reasons for this attitude are not mentioned explicitly, it obviously results from the deeply experienced emotional understanding of the historical injustice the venerated persons suffered, from the destitution they experienced, and from the relative guilt the pilgrims would share as the descendants of those who had not kept their promise to assist husayn and his companions. the pilgrim brings back with him many spiritual gifts, but the ultimate expression of compassion is seen in his eyes, still "filled with blood" from weeping at husayn's tomb. as a counterpart to the pilgrim's remorse as expressed in his tears, the equally emotionally charged term of reliability and faithfulness (vafā) also links the pilgrims' visit to the historical situation in that the pilgrims are truly faithful to husayn, in contrast to those who had historically promised to stand by his side but then deserted him.
these are the verses on the pilgrimage scroll, following their order in the printed sections. Words or parts of words that have been reconstructed are added in brackets. instead of a literal translation, the content of the verses is summarized in english:
crude in terms of meter, and simple as well as repetitive in wording. Most of them rhyme with "... kardīm" (we did); and most of the final verses in the bottom of sections five and six rhyme with "… āvardā ʾīm" (we brought) and rasīd (it came). in general, the verses, each of which forms an independent unit, illustrate the pilgrims' itinerary. if one wants to follow this itinerary chronologically, one would first read all of the verses on the top border and then continue with the ones on the bottom border. this sequence makes it clear that the verses do not stand in direct relation to the images in the middle area. in fact, most of the verses deal with the pilgrims' sojourn in Mecca, Medina, Najaf, Kufa, and Karbala. other sites of shiʿi pilgrimage such as those in Kazimayn, samarra, and Mashhad are only mentioned in a retrospective passage in the final section at the bottom of the scroll. since the verses are pronounced in the first person plural, they are obviously spoken by an individual representing a group of people, such as the leader or guide of the pilgrims. in fact, this is an example of the poetry known as chāvūshī-khvānī-the verses pronounced by the pilgrimage guide known as chāvūsh (or chāvush) as the pilgrims return to their homes. Besides guiding the pilgrims and instructing them about the proper execution of pilgrimage rituals, the chāvūsh was responsible for travel arrangements of all kinds, including means of travel and accommodation. substantial Western research on this phenomenon is lacking, but a fair number of studies published by iranian scholars41 indicate that the chāvūsh was a phenomenon of traditional shiʿi culture that probably still exists today in rural areas of iran. the verses recited by the chāvūsh present a rhymed and somewhat stylized narrative of the pilgrims' visit to different locations, including their experiences on the way and the presents they brought back to their home community. it is open to speculation to what extent verses of this kind were recited from booklets known as chāvūshī-nāma, a genre obviously denoting simple and as the pilgrims exclaim the ritual greeting labbayka (here i am at our service!), their eyes fill with tears. When they reach the walls of Mecca, they prostrate themselves repeatedly. they enter the sacred precinct (ḥaram) through the Bāb al-Salām, the gate on the precinct's northeastern side, facing the door of the Kaʿba, and perform the proscribed circumambulation (ʿumra) seven times. after praying at the maqām Ibrāhīm, the site where, according to legend, abraham stood when building the Kaʿba, they then proceed to perform the ritual trotting between safa and Marwa seven times (i.e., walking to safa four times and returning to Marwa three times). having performed the required rituals, they leave the state of iḥrām ( fig. 8 ).
‫م‬ ‫ی‬
on the seventh day, the pilgrims set off for Mount arafat. at the ḥijr Ismāʿīl, the stone wall encompassing the graves of ismaʿil and his mother, hagar, they perform the ritual ablution (ghusl) with water from the well
setting off for the pilgrimage from an unnamed location, after a lengthy journey the pilgrims reach a seaport (most probably on iran's southern coast) from where they continue their journey by steamboat. Following their arrival at the mīqāt (the site stipulated for the assumption of the iḥrām), most probably the port of jidda, they enter the state of iḥrām (i.e., the state of having declared twenty-four specific acts forbidden), and pronounce their intention (niyyat) to complete the pilgrimage. they then perform a short prayer (of two rakʿa) and the ritual ablution so as to reach the required state of purity ( fig. 7 ). 
this section is heavily damaged and most of the words are not legible. after returning from safa and Marwa, the pilgrims perform the ṭavāf-i nisāʾ, a specifically shiʿi circumambulation by which they gain permission to have sexual contact with women. Mention is again made of Mina, but the numerous lacunae do not permit a reconstruction of what is supposed to happen there. the final line mentions the pilgrims visiting the cemetery of Baqiʿ in the vicinity of Medina, where they kiss the graves of the four shiʿi imams, hasan, ʿali "zayn al-ʿabidin," Muhammad al-Baqir, and jaʿfar al-sadiq, and lament their deaths ( fig. 11 ).
From Medina, the pilgrims travel towards Najaf, where they are emotionally touched by the memory of the tragic historical events. here, for the first time, the speaker exclaims a line that is to follow at intervals for a total of four times: "the place of all friends and persons of zamzam. again pronouncing the ritual greeting labbayka, they travel to the valley of Mina on camelback. they spend the night there wailing in the mosque of Khayf. the next morning they continue to Mount arafat, where they perform the prescribed rituals ( fig. 9 ).
after securing a place to stay overnight, at dusk the pilgrims set off on their way to the mosque in Muzdalifa (al-Mashʿar al-ḥarām). they then return to Mina, where they slaughter sheep for the Feast of the sacrifice (ʿīd-i qurbān) and perform the ritual throwing of pebbles against satan (ramy). after having their heads shaved, they return to Mecca, where they again enter the sacred precinct from the Bāb al-Salām to perform the circumambulation of the Kaʿba ( fig. 10 ). 
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dear to us is empty!"-meaning that one wishes they were there, too. the speaker mentions a session of rawḍa-khvānī, i.e., a recitation pertaining to the tragic events of Karbala, which makes the pilgrims feel asham ed because it makes them aware of all their sins. Full of remorse, the pilgrims pay their respects to ʿali (Shāhin shāh-i mubīn), Noah, adam, and Muhammad (payghambar-i dīn) ( fig. 12 ).
after visiting ʿali's tomb in Najaf, the pilgrims continue toward Kufa, where they visit the site of ʿali's martyrdom in the mosque. their eyes filled with tears, they set off for Karbala ( fig. 13 ). well as their uncles, cousins, and other relatives. they are sure that god has forgiven their sins because ʿali is in their hearts ( fig. 16 ).
With the first of the final two sections, both the meter and rhyme of the verses change. Mention is first made of the spiritual presents the speaker brings back from his journey. ʿali's tomb smelled like ambergris. From their humble visit to Mecca they return with pride, and the pilgrim's eyes are still filled with blood from extensive weeping at the site where husayn was killed. they visited the tomb of ʿabbas, the Kaʿba, the plain where husayn and his troops had pitched their tents, and the tombs of the seventy-two martyrs of Karbala. these moral presents should help their friends to gain peace of mind. From the tomb of the seventh imam Musa al-Kazim (in Kazimayn [d. 799]), they brought back some soil (khāk), to be used for the preparation of a special ointment to protect the eyes (tūtīyāʾ) ( fig. 17 ).
From Karbala the pilgrims again turn to Najaf, where they pay homage to ʿali, adam, and Noah, kissing ʿali's tomb. at the mosque of Kufa, they visit the tombs of Muslim (ibn ʿaqil), hani (ibn ʿUrwa, the person who gave shelter to Muslim in Kufa), and Mukhtar (ibn abi ʿUbaydallah, the person who led a rebellion against the Umayyad caliphs to avenge husayn's death). having requested permission (rukhṣat) from ʿali (Ḥaydar-i karrār, "the boisterous lion") to leave, the pilgrims return to Karbala ( fig. 15 ).
in Karbala the pilgrims again participate in a session of rawḍa-khvānī. they ask for pardon from god for their parents, and they pray for their sisters and brothers as sponding lines in the published chāvūshī-nāma. the speaker is happy that his prayers have been fulfilled since he was able to visit ʿali's tomb in Najaf. all of the requests he might have had have now been revealed at ʿali's shrine. 46 , professing to their close relationship with them. in samarra, they also visited the site where the twelfth imam, Muhammad al-Mahdi, the Imām-i zamān, is supposed to have gone into occultation, thus earning for themselves a document testifying that all their sins had been forgiven. even though merchants might gain (financial) profit from the holy cities, the true (moral) profit was thus brought back by the pilgrims from Karbala. the voyage was strenuous and they were harassed by the Bedouins on their way through the desert. even so, they brought back from Karbala a praying-stone (muhr)44 and a rosary (tasbīḥ).45 the final lines are, again, badly damaged. it is, however, possible to reconstruct their wording from corre-a top and bottom half. the two halves are separated by an ornamental band bearing the caption, which is usually positioned just below the middle of the image. Because of this arrangement, the top section is slightly larger than the bottom one. in the images depicting a mosque or a similar type of sanctuary (nos. 3, 4, 6, 8-17, 20, and 21) , the top half presents the building from a distance with its centrally placed dome and, most often, minarets on both sides. the domes of the larger shrines are so-called onion domes with a finial at their crest. they usually rest on a drum, sometimes a slightly elongated one that would often display a number of windows. the domes of the smaller shrines (no. 9: Khayma-gāh; no. 19: Qadamgāh-i imam rida) are round and do not rest on a drum. a golden cover of the domes and sometimes of the minarets is visualized by a brick structure, while tile covers are depicted as flowers or geometrical ornaments. the bottom half of the mausoleum-type shrine shows a cross-section of the sanctuary, allowing a glimpse into the building's interior. here, one would regularly see the silver lattice structure enclosing the venerated individual's tomb in a room adorned with centrally placed chandeliers, symmetrically arranged lamps, and sometimes additional candlesticks on the floor. Frequently, the sanctuary's tomb chamber is flanked by small entry chambers on both sides. in terms of architectural detail, the buildings are presented in a fairly uniform manner. however, the artist has taken great care to introduce a certain variation in the patterns of the brickwork or ornamental tiles. in a similar manner, the inner chambers of the sanctuaries also diverge in terms of the number or arrangement of lamps and chandeliers. While the majority of the images depict buildings, two present bird's-eye views of larger areas (no. 1: Mecca; no. 7: Kufa). some images include renderings of landscape or elements of nature such as trees (no. 2: arafat; no. 5: Fadak; no. 9: Khayma-gāh; no. 12: Ṭiflān-i Muslim; no. 18: Bibi shahrbanu; and 19: Qadamgāh-i imam rida). With the exception of the commemorative building dedicated to Bibi sharbanu (no. 18), all of the images depicting shrines are adorned on top with either one or two crescents with five-pointed stars in their centers. sometimes, two crescents may denote the shrines of more than one individual (nos. 8, 13, and 14) , while at other times they probably serve to features sites that receive little or no attention in the verses, such as Kazimayn (no. 13), samarra (nos. 14-15), Qum (no. 16), rayy (nos. [17] [18] , and Nishapur (no. 19) . the final site the pilgrim visits is Mashhad (nos. [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] . While most sites depicted on the scroll are located in either arabia (nos. 1-6) or iraq (nos. 7-15), shiʿi sites of pilgrimage within the borders of iran (nos. 16-24) receive particular attention, even though some of them are only minor ones. the journey both culminates and ends in Mashhad. considered together, the starting point of the visual journey is a hajj proper, which is then followed by the pilgrim's return to iran, on the way visiting shiʿi sites of remembrance in iraq. as the verse narrative mentions, the pilgrims would have started their journey by travelling from iran to saudi arabia by boat, so the obvious choice for the return journey is the land route, during which religious merit would be earned by visiting shiʿi sites of pilgrimage in iraq and iran. if one considers the distance of more than 3,500 kilometers that pilgrims would have had to travel between Mecca and Mashhad, and if one adds certain periods of sojourn at the sites of pilgrimage, it is not unlikely that prior to the accessibility of modern means of travel, the journey would have lasted at least several months, probably even up to half a year.
the images in sections 1, 2, 3, and 5 are 14 centimeters in height; section 4 is only 13.9 centimeters, and section 6 is slightly larger at 14.4 centimeter high. averaging four images per printed section, the images are unevenly distributed (sections 1-6 with 3, 4, 4, 3, 5, and 5 images, respectively). this phenomenon results to a certain extent from the fact that some images are so wide (e.g., no. 1: Mecca; no. 13: Kazimayn) as to occupy the space that would regularly be covered by two images. in the following, the exact width of each image is given together with its description. in terms of number of images dedicated to a specific location, the visual journey clearly emphasizes both Karbala and Mashhad. the visit to Karbala has a total of five images (nos. [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] is depicted as a square with the Kaʿba in the center. the square is surrounded by arcades. there are eight arches on the left and right sides, and nine on the top and bottom sides, respectively. similar arches are depicted in the four corners, with the space in the upper left corner bearing the image's caption. the image presents the holy precinct in the traditional manner, from the portal on the northeastern side, the Bāb al-Salām, a gate that is also mentioned in the verses of the scroll as the standard entrance. except for the Kaʿba, which is displayed in a three-dimensional perspective, all other structures are presented in flat projection, emulating a bird's-eye view. Most of the additional structures are oriented towards the Kaʿba at the center of the image. two pairs of identically ornamented minarets, one pair above and the other one below, point from the square's four corners towards the center. the traditionally depicted de-emphasize the respective individual's particular significance (no. 3: Muhammad; no. 10: ḥaḍrat-i ʿabbas).
in addition to the above-mentioned points, several other visual features of the lithographed scroll deserve attention, even though solutions to some of the problems it poses at present remain tentative. For instance, only the sanctuaries in Mecca (no. 1) and Kufa (no. 7) are shown in plan rather than in elevation-cum-cross-section. While this visual statement might indicate that these two sanctuaries were accorded a higher status (which would hold true for Mecca, but not for Kufa), it primarily appears to result from a previous tradition according to which the sanctuary in Mecca would usually be depicted in this manner, probably since the image shows a larger area rather than a single building. if this assessment holds true, then it would also be valid for the depiction of the mosque in Kufa that-similar to Mecca-features a larger area. the bottom image establishes the trotting space between safa and Marwa by two rows of arcades at the top and bottom of the image. the respective sites themselves are indicated by two sets of steps. the site on the left is made of larger bricks and has four steps. the smaller bricks of the site on the right allow for six steps tails of the Kaʿba are clearly discernible: the building rests on an outwardly protruding platform; the black stone on the building's eastern corner, here on the left side, is indicated by a curving white line against the building's black draping, the kiswa; the Kaʿba's door appears to be open, enabling the viewer to look inside the building. to the right of the Kaʿba is the stone wall known as ḥijr Ismāʿīl, and on the corner of the building opposite the black stone is the gutter known as mīzāb al-raḥma. Four single words, of which the one on the left side is barely legible, are written inside the Ḥaram and surrounding the Kaʿba on its four sides. they identify some of the smaller structures inside the holy precinct, including the wooden pavilions belonging to the four legal schools of sunni islam, albeit not in the correct position. starting from the top and reading clockwise, the captions identify the shafiʿi, hanbali, hanafi, and Maliki pavilions. (the correct order is, starting from the bottom and reading clockwise: shafiʿi, hanbali, Maliki, 5) the scroll's next image depicts the orchard in the oasis Fadak ‫�دک(‬ ‫ف‬ � � ‫ف‬ ‫ع‬ ‫ا‬ � ‫ف‬ � ‫�ه‬ ‫ی‬ � ‫ف‬ ‫م‬ � � ‫ش‬ ���; 6.7 × 14 cm) that, according to shiʿi tradition, was unlawfully denied to Muhammad's daughter, Fatima. the caption for the image has been artistically integrated into the decoration of the orchard's gate. the spectator views the area from outside while looking inside over and above the closed entrance gate. the orchard is framed by walls on the left and right sides. at the far end of the perspectivally reduced central walkway is a pavilion adorned with a small dome. the agricultural areas on both sides of the walkway are each indicated by a single palm tree, their fertility indicated by two bundles of dates dangling beneath their leaves. a large, leaf-bearing tree whose top covers the central upper part of the image would offer some shade to visitors. as in the modern printed shiʿi hajj certificate ( fig. 6 ), Fadak is the last site in the vicinity of the standard Muslim pilgrimage sites in Mecca and Medina. While the illustrative program of the hajj certificate proper ends here, the visual journey of the pilgrimage scroll continues towards the sacred sites in iraq.
6) the first shiʿi site in iraq visited during the visual journey is the mosque of ʿali in the city of Najaf
� ‫ر‬ ‫ف‬ �� ‫�ل�‬ � ; 7.8 × 14 cm). the caption for the image refers to ʿali not by name, but by his equally unambiguous honorific title amir (short for arabic amīr al-muʾminīn, "commander of the Faithful"). the mosque is presented in the standard fashion, with a dome that is centrally placed between two symmetrically arranged minarets. Notably, neither the dome nor the minarets are covered with ornaments to emulate tile work. at the order of Nadir shah afshar (r. 1736-47), the previously existing tile work had been removed and replaced by golden plates that are here indicated by the brick-like design. the tomb chamber is also illustrated in the standard fashion, with a centrally placed chandelier and a number of single lamps. again, the tomb chamber is flanked by two small entrance rooms. 7) the visual journey continues to the mosque of Kufa ‫�ه(‬ ‫ف‬ � � ‫و‬ ‫ک‬ � ‫�د‬ ‫ف‬ � �� � � ‫;�م��س‬ 9.4 × 14 cm). For various reasons, this city is of central importance for the shiʿi community. First, its inhabitants refused to come to husayn's support, as they had previously let him believe they would, thus to equal roughly the same height. in comparison with the second image of the modern printed shiʿi hajj certificate discussed above ( fig. 6 ), the present image does not depict any human beings nor, in fact, any other living creature.
3) the prophet Muhammad's mosque in Medina
‫گ‬ ‫ک‬ ‫ر‬ ‫ا‬ � ‫ف‬ � ; 7 × 8.9 cm) is portrayed in the standard manner as outlined above. in the top section of the image, the mosque's centrally placed dome is flanked by two minarets, both of them adorned with tile work, as is the dome. two crescents and stars between the minarets emphasize Muhammad's superior position in islam. the prophet's tomb chamber in the bottom section is lit by a central chandelier and two symmetrically placed lamps, as well as by two large candles in candlesticks on the ground. the small entrance rooms on both sides of the tomb chamber are also lit by lamps.
4) the image of the cemetery of Baqiʿ in Medina
3 × 14 cm) shows a single sanctuary. Neither the caption nor any other particular features of the image, such as the number of lamps, allow for further specification. displaying a decorated dome, the mausoleum's tomb chamber follows the standard visual layout in the scroll. in fact, in this particular case the imagery appears to be fairly stereotypical, since the sanctuary displays the typical features of a shiʿi (or rather an iranian-style) shrine. this is particularly evident in the silver lattice structure enclosing the venerated individual's tomb. While the shrines in the cemetery are not extant today, both the "personal narrative" of sir richard Burton, who clandestinely visited Mecca in 1853,48 and the travelogue of the iranian official Mirza Mohammad husayn Farahani, who performed the hajj to Mecca in 1885-86, speak of a single building.49 according to Burton, the mausoleum was originally built by the ʿabbasid caliphs in 519 (1125); in his day, it was called the "dome of ʿabbas," because ʿabbas ibn ʿabd al-Muttalib, uncle of the prophet Muhammad, was also buried there. Farahani speaks of a "large mausoleum built like an octagon."50 While Burton mentions that the names of the people buried there "are subjects of great controversy,"51 he essentially agrees with Farahani on the names of the four shiʿi imams. tioned in the Koran (11, 40; 23, 27) , stating that it was water flowing from this pit that caused the deluge.53 according to Muslim tradition, the mosque was established by adam, and so both adam and Noah are venerated here, as mentioned in the verses ( figs. 12 and 15) .
the top side of the square opens to a rectangular entrance area about a quarter the size of the square, which is flanked by small open chambers. to the left and right sides of the entrance area we see the mausolea of Muslim ( ‫م‬ ‫��ل‬ ‫�م��س‬ ‫فر‬ �� ‫ی‬ � � ) and hani ( ‫ی‬ ‫ف‬ � ‫ا‬ � ‫�ه‬ ‫فر‬ �� ‫ی‬ � � ), the captions being placed on an ornamental band just below the domes. Both buildings are fairly unpretentious. their small domes, depicted from the outside, are free of adornment, and the view into the inner chambers shows two relatively small tombs. While the martyrs are thus awarded due recognition, their tombs are clearly second in importance to those of the shiʿi imams and those of husayn's companions who died in Karbala.
8) the most important site of shiʿi commemoration is the shrine of husayn in Karbala
2 × 14 cm). given its prominence, this image is considerably wider than the following three images in this section. in addition to husayn's mausoleum, the caption for the image mentions three other sites of shiʿi worship: the tomb of habib ibn Muzahir ( ‫ف‬ �� ‫ی‬ ‫م‬ � � ‫ف‬ �� � � ‫فر‬ �� ‫ی‬ � � ), the palm tree of Mary ( ‫م‬ ‫ی‬ � ‫ر‬ ‫�م‬ ‫ۀ‬ ‫�ه‬ ‫ل‬ � � ‫ف‬ � � ‫ف‬ � ), and the tombs of the martyrs (of Karbala: ‫ء‬ ‫ا‬ ‫�د‬ � � ‫ش‬ ‫���ل‬ ‫فر‬ �� ‫ی‬ � � ). the shrine housing husayn's tomb is depicted in the standard manner. its dome is golden, and the two minarets to the sides of the dome are identically adorned. in addition to the standard layout of the buildings, there is a flag protruding from the dome's upper right side and a star on the dome's tip. the actual shape of the tomb is somewhat different from the usual rectangular layout in that there is a short extension added on one side. the illustrator aims to emulate this feature by depicting an empty space between the two sections of the shrine, thereby indicating that he was aware of the tomb's unusual shape. the tomb chamber is also depicted in the standard manner, but the usual chambers to both sides of the tomb are here used for different purposes.
to the far right, directly beneath the related inscription, is a small chamber holding the tomb of habib ibn Muzahir, one of husayn's companions killed during the leaving his small group of warriors at the mercy of caliph Yazid's troops. second, Kufa is also regarded as a place of resistance against sunni oppression, since various incidents connected with the events at Karbala are located here. Muslim ibn ʿaqil ibn abi talib, a cousin of ʿali ibn abi talib's sons hasan and husayn, had served as an army commander under ʿali and, later, hasan. When husayn decided to accept the invitation of the population of Kufa to serve as their imam, he sent Muslim to Kufa as his emissary to explore the situation and assure the population's allegiance. Muslim was, however, sought out by ʿUbaydallah ibn ziyad, caliph Yazid's governor in Basra, and executed about a month before the battle of Karbala. immediately after him, hani ibn ʿUrwa, a man who had given him temporary shelter, was also executed. even though Muslim did not die at Karbala, the shiʿi community regards him as a martyr. his fate is experienced as particularly painful, since Muslim's two adolescent sons, Muhammad and ibrahim, were also killed by the caliph's men.
the image, which is slightly wider than the two previous ones, illustrates the mosque in Kufa, in a mixture of a bird's-eye view and flat projection similar to the representation of the Ḥaram in Mecca. the mosque's courtyard is shown as a regular square, each side of which is occupied by six arches. the caption for the image is placed in the middle of the courtyard, which is otherwise filled with a total of six small pavilions and three centrally placed somewhat enigmatic elements. a vertical element just north of the square's center appears to be a column; an octagonal element below the center looks like a water basin, below which is a boat-like structure. according to late nineteenth-century eyewitness accounts, the column (whose height is given at more than five meters) used to serve as the gnomon of a large sundial that would indicate the correct times of prayer. popular belief had it that men who were able to span the column with the pinkies and thumbs of their hands meeting could be sure of their legitimate birth; in order to spare men with smaller hands a possible disgrace, the authorities allegedly thinned the column's breadth at a certain point.52 Muslim tradition regards the site of the mosque as the dwelling place of Noah, who is said to have constructed his ark there. some explanations link the octagonal water basin to the "boiling caldron" men-9) after their visit to husayn's shrine in Karbala, the pilgrims would visit the site where husayn and his army were said to have pitched their tents ‫ه(‬ ‫ا‬ � ‫گ‬ ‫ک‬ ‫�ه‬ ‫م‬ ‫ی‬ � ‫ف‬ � � ‫�ه‬ ‫ی‬ � ‫ف‬ ‫م‬ � � ‫ش‬ ���; 5.9 × 14 cm). this space, located in the southwestern vicinity of the shrine, is here designed as a hill or a small mountain together with four palm trees that are symmetrically placed in pairs on opposite sides of the image. the commemorative building in the foreground has a small dome. the courtyard in front of its entrance is flanked by two open chambers on each side.
10) husayn's half-brother abu 'l-Fadl ʿabbas
1 × 14 cm) plays a prominent role in the narratives about the battle of Karbala, as he was cruelly mutilated by the enemy when he attempted to fetch water from the river for his thirsty companions. his shrine is again depicted in the conventional manner, with a star on the dome's crest, as in husayn's shrine. the top area is adorned with two crescents and stars battle of Karbala. rising above the tomb chamber is an additional minaret of slightly smaller size whose adornment differs from that of the two minarets flanking the central dome.
Between the small tomb chamber of habib and the large one of husayn, again placed directly beneath the related inscription, is a small room labeled "the palm tree of Mary." the image shows two short columns that apparently symbolize two palm trees. according to Muslim tradition, this marks the site where Mary gave birth to jesus: the Koran mentions that after having conceived jesus, Mary retired to a remote place where she gave birth under a palm tree (sura 19, 22-23). having been constructed by order of the jalayirid sultan ʿUways i (r. 1356-74), the site was destroyed by the iraqi provincial government in the 1940s. a separate small chamber beneath the minaret on the left side apparently holds a tomb with the remains of some of the other martyrs who died at husayn's side. 12) the commemorative building housing the tombs of Muslim's adolescent sons ( ‫م‬ ‫��ل‬ ‫�م��س‬ ‫ف‬ � ‫ا‬ ‫�ل‬ ‫ف‬ �� ‫ل‬ � ‫;ط‬ 6.7 × 13.9 cm), Muhammad and ibrahim, is located in the vicinity of Kufa. it has two relatively small domes, each flanked by a palm tree on the outer edges of the image, but no minarets. the tomb chamber, which is depicted in the standard manner, is the only one to hold two tombs in a single room. despite the fact that the image features the tombs of two individuals, it is only adorned by a single crescent and star. 14 cm) , an individual who played an important role in the battle of Karbala. hurr was originally sent by order of caliph Yazid ibn Muʿawiya to prevent husayn and his followers from reaching their destination at Kufa. according to shiʿi tradition, hurr soon recognized husayn's rightful position, joined his party in their battle against the caliph's troops, and died as a martyr at Karbala. hurr's shrine is somewhat more modest than the previous ones, displaying an onion dome resting on a drum, but no minarets. the flag adorning the dome of the shrine indicates hurr's particular allegiance to husayn. otherwise, the image follows the conventional layout. showing a golden dome and two minarets covered with tiles. the tomb is somewhat unusual in that it has a large centrally placed structure with a smaller structure visible to the right. the top area of the image is adorned with two crescents and stars. even though the caption for the image is not preserved, this building certainly represents the shrine of the two imams known as al-ʿaskariyayn (the two ʿaskaris), a term that serves as a common denomination for the tenth imam, ʿali al-Naqi (also called ʿali al-hadi; d. 868), and the eleventh imam, hasan al-ʿaskari (d. 873 or 874). these are the only two out of the twelve shiʿi imams whose shrines would otherwise not be illustrated on the scroll. the shrine of the "two ʿaskaris" is known to be located in samarra, in the vicinity of the shrine depicted in the following image. it thus constitutes a logical station between the previous site in Kazimayn and the next one, which is also situated in samarra.
13) the scroll's widest image represents the shrine of
as well as two large minarets and two small minaret-like towers on each side. in the tomb chamber, which is larger than any of the previous ones, there is just one large tomb, whose top cover protrudes outwards. the walls of the small rooms leading to the tomb chamber are lavishly decorated with tile work. the sky above is adorned with two crescents and stars that flank a ra diant centrally placed sun. this unusual feature probably symbolizes the fact that the two imams buried here are the father and the son, respectively, of the eighth shiʿi imam, rida, who is particularly venerated by the iranian shiʿi community. this is the only imam whose shrine is located on iranian territory, in the city of Mashhad. 14) the following image (8.7 × 13.9 cm) is heavily damaged, lacking about a third of the original paper. even so, the shrine's regular features are clearly discernible, when the minarets flanking it today had not yet been constructed. the dome is distinguished by a large star on top. this feature is only shared with the shrines of husayn (no. 8) and abu 'l-Fadl ʿabbas (no. 10). this is the only instance of a shrine with a tomb chamber that has no small rooms on each side. instead, to the back of the tomb is an adorned space, probably a tile panel, from which three lamps are suspended.
18)
Next is the shrine of Bibi shahrbanu, situated on a mountain in the vicinity of rayy ( ‫و‬ ‫ف‬ � ‫ا‬ � ‫ف‬ � ‫ر‬ ‫ه‬ � ‫ش‬ ‫���ل‬ ‫ی‬ ‫ف‬ � ‫ی‬ ‫ف‬ � ‫ه‬ ‫و‬ ‫ک‬ � ; 5.5. × 14 cm). the shrine is here depicted as a modest building surmounted with a small dome; the hilly countryside is indicated by drawn and hatched lines interspersed with tufts of grass, bushes, large flowers, and a single large tree to the right of the shrine, behind which an unidentified building is visible in the distance. according to legend,54 Bibi shahrbanu was a daughter of the last sasanian king, Yazdigird iii (r. 632-51), who was defeated by the arabs. cap tured and taken to Medina, Bibi shahrbanu was married to husayn and bore him the son ʿali zayn al-ʿabidin, who later became the Fourth shiʿi imam. after the battle of Karbala, Bibi shahrbanu fled back to iran, pursued by her dead husband's enemies. they were close to her when she reached rayy, and in desperation she tried to call on god; but instead of Yāllāhu her weary tongue uttered Yā kūh "o mountain!" the mountain opened miraculously, and she found shelter in its rocks. the shrine that was built in due course appears to have originally been a zoroastrian holy place. 19 ) there are various sites in iran purporting to show the footprints of imam rida; that depicted here is located in the vicinity of Nishapur, an important caravan stop on the pilgrim's journey toward Mashhad ( ‫ی‬
‫ص‬ � ‫ر‬ ‫م‬ ‫ا‬ � ‫�م‬ ‫ا‬ ; 6,2 × 14 cm).55 the image is divided into three separate sections. the top section depicts a hilly countryside with hatched lines indicating the slopes. there are three leaf-bearing trees, two of which frame the shrine's adorned dome, and two small buildings are visible in the far distance. the second image covers the upper half of the bottom section. the empty space in the ornamental band above should probably have contained the caption that is now placed below, as it depicts 15) the image of the next shrine is somewhat unusual, since it is not of an actual tomb. this is the shrine of the cellar water basin (۴ ‫ف‬ �� � � ‫ا‬ � ‫ص‬ � ‫ی‬ � ‫ر‬ ‫ف‬ �� ‫�ل�‬ � ‫ف‬ � ‫ا‬ ‫د‬ ‫ر‬ ��� ‫�ه‬ ‫ی‬ � ‫ف‬ ‫م‬ � � ‫ش‬ ���; 6.2 × 14 cm) in samarra that in popular shiʿi belief is connected to the occultation (persian ghaybat) of the twelfth shiʿi imam, who is commonly designated as Ṣāḥib-i zamān or Imām-i zamān. in the image one sees an ornamented dome with no minarets; at the bottom is a room with a brick staircase on the right side; it apparently leads to the underground cellar containing an object that resembles a tomb. the object is open on one side, thus allowing a view onto the round basin within. according to shiʿi tradition, this basin was the place where the tenth and eleventh imams would perform their ritual ablution. even though learned shiʿi tradition does not sustain the claim, popular tradition holds that this is the site where the twelfth imam, Muhammad al-Mahdi, went into occultation in the year 941 and where he will appear again when the time comes. this shrine is the last one situated in iraq. From here on, the visual journey moves to shiʿi pilgrimage sites in iran. 16) the first iranian site the pilgrim returning from the ʿatabāt would visit is the shrine of Ḥaḍrat-i Maʿṣūma (her virginal excellency), i.e., the shrine of imam rida's sister, Fatima, in Qum ( ‫م‬ ‫ی‬ � � ‫ۀ‬ ‫�ه‬ ‫�م‬ ‫و‬ ‫ص‬ � ‫;�م�هل�‬ 6.7 × 14 cm). Ḥaḍrat-i Maʿṣūma, who never married, died in Qum in 816, at the age of 28. paying homage to her shrine is particularly dear to iranian shiʿi Muslims, for whom it is the second most important shrine on iranian soil after the sanctuary of imam rida in Mashhad. according to a tradition based on a statement by her brother, a visit to Ḥaḍrat-i Maʿṣūma earns pilgrims a place in paradise. the shrine is depicted in the standard fashion, with a centrally placed dome flanked by two minarets, all of which are covered in gold.
17) From
Qum, the pilgrim would travel to the shrine of ʿabd al-ʿazim ( ‫م‬ ‫ی‬ � ‫ف‬ ‫ط‬ ‫��هل�‬ � ‫ا‬ ‫�د‬ ‫ف‬ �� � � ‫ۀ‬ ‫ه‬ ‫د‬ ‫ا‬ ‫ف‬ ‫ر‬ ‫�ه‬ ‫ا‬ � ‫ش‬ ���; 5.4 × 14 cm) in rayy, today a southern suburb of tehran. ʿabd al-ʿazim was a descendant of ʿali ibn abi talib's eldest son, hasan, who, according to shiʿi tradition, lived a secluded and pious life in rayy. the shrine, whose origins date from the ninth century, has been repeatedly expanded. the golden plating of the dome dates from the Qajar period, tomb chamber most often depicted in the bottom sections of shrines, we see a large portal with an alcove on each side that probably corresponds to the qibla iwan of the actual mosque. 59 in the kitchen in the top section one sees a number of pots and other vessels for cooking. smaller vessels for serving food are placed on a brick wall in the background. to the right side of the pots, on the kitchen floor, is the written attribution to the person who commissioned and sponsored the production and printing of the pilgrimage scroll, as mentioned above. Whether or not the empty space on the pilgrimage scroll might have been used to fill in any other names, such as that of the individual pilgrim, is open to speculation. the pilgriMage scroll's traditioNal diMeNsioN documents such as the lithographed shiʿi pilgrimage scroll were probably published and distributed in the hundreds, but no similar item from the Qajar period has so far been published. the scroll's present owner mentioned having seen similar scrolls during a visit to a museum in Bukhara in 1971, and comparable items might well be preserved in local museums or private collections in iran. in terms of visual tradition, the Qajar scroll fits in neatly between similar shiʿi documents, both earlier and later. as a historical document, the "scroll with shiʿi sanctuaries"60 acquired by the german explorer carsten Niebuhr (in the service of the danish king) at the Mashhad husayn in 1765 deserves particular mention. this scroll, which is today preserved in the National Museum of denmark, "evidently is the earliest of its kind." originally prepared as a scroll 22 centimeters high and 192 centimeters wide and thus similar in size to the printed scroll from the Qajar period, the paper item was glued onto cardboard and cut into three pieces of varying width (approximately 57.7 + 56.7 + 77.5 cm). the rudimentary catalogue description of this highly unusual item mentions "innumerable names and inscriptions along the edge, and later commentaries were added on the picture area itself in ink that is now yellowed." the visual journey depicted on the Niebuhr scroll takes the by two large candlesticks placed on the ground. Whereas today there are many similar chandeliers in the Mashhad sanctuary, this particular item might well be the one donated to the Ḥaram by Nadir shah afshar in 1153 (1740) .
21) the shrine of imam rida in
in the bottom half of the frame is a large hall with a central doorway that is flanked by two small doors, each of which appears to be partly blocked by rows of bricks. high up on the wall above the portal, a large round plate (sīnī) is displayed ( ‫ر‬ ‫�ه‬ ‫ف‬ ‫ر‬ ‫ی‬ ‫ف‬ ‫س‬ ‫ی‬ ‫م‬ � � ���). according to shiʿi tradition, imam rida was killed by the abbasid caliph al-Ma ʾmun when the latter offered him poisoned grapes on this plate. in his travelogue, Mulla rahmatullah Bukhara ʾi, who visited Mashhad in 1303 (1885), described the plate as being displayed on the wall of the room known as 
. these drums would be beaten at given intervals or specific times such as the rising or setting of the sun. the interior of the room shows five drums of various sizes and four oblong objects that might be trumpets. the lower part of the top half appears to be adorned with tile work.
the bottom half of the frame is erroneously labeled "the excellency's hospital" ( ‫ی‬ � ‫ر‬ ‫ف‬ �� ‫�ل�‬ � ‫ۀ‬ ‫�ه‬ ‫ف‬ � ‫ا‬ � ‫ف‬ � ‫ا‬ � ‫ف‬ �� ‫ش‬ ���). the image shows a wooden structure with a dome resting on four slim pillars. the single lamp hanging from the dome's center is placed above a large bowl, most probably a stone basin. as this basin would hold water, the image presumably illustrates the sanctuary's saqqā-khāna, the place where water is offered to thirsty pilgrims. the graphic representation of the word saqqā in persian is extremely similar to that of the erroneously written shafā. the saqqā-khāna is also mentioned in the travelogue written by Mulla rahmatullah Bukhara ʾi (where it is spelled saqqāb-khāna . 25 ). Niebuhr himself regarded this document with contempt, as to his eyes the images were "badly executed." consequently, he presumed that readers would not appreciate a copper engraving of the scroll's images in his travel account.61 the only items he thought worthy of reproduction were the prophet's seal and ʿali's sword. 62 in the context of the present study, the Niebuhr scroll is viewer from Mecca to Mashhad along almost the same route depicted on the lithographed item, with the notable exception of placing the Mashhad husayn directly after the prophet's tomb in Medina and before the graveyard at Baqiʿ. the scroll ends in a set of figures relating to either Muhammad or ʿali. there is the Buraq (the fabulous steed that served Muhammad on his Nocturnal journey [miʿrāj]); a camel bearing a maḥmal (supposedly the maḥmal that would contain the new kiswa, the large textile litter covering the Kaʿba that was exchanged for a new one every year); a lion that, as Niebuhr vertically arranged scrolls would only have been possible in a room with a high ceiling, either a mosque or a large residence. the horizontal arrangement now allows the document to be displayed in the more modest atmosphere of a private home, where it would be relatively easy to find enough space for such an item.65 in both shiʿi scrolls, and, in fact, in all of the shiʿi items discussed here, the domed shrines are seen from the exterior above and in cross-section below. in the lower part, the viewer can gaze directly into the interior of the tomb chamber, which contains the grave surrounded by a screen. the elevation-cum-cross-section might serve to highlight the importance of the tombcentered pilgrimage site for shiʿi mourning rituals. however, this hypothesis needs to be checked against the evidence of the earlier, vertically arranged shiʿi pilgrimage scrolls once complete reproductions of these items are available for research. With the presently available evidence, we might presume that this particular feature of representation was probably a later phenomenon, in a period when shiʿi pilgrimage scrolls developed an iconography and layout of their own.
the Niebuhr scroll is "presumably a typical type of 18th century tourist object, designed to be purchased by pilgrims as proof that they had been to the shrine."66 Whether or not it "can probably be viewed as the prototype or forerunner of the prints that have been so popular"67 in the twentieth century,68 many of the afore men tioned criteria also apply to iranian posters dating from various periods of the twentieth century. these posters depict more or less the same sites in a strikingly modern and colorful style, thus testifying to both the lasting tradition of the shiʿi pilgrimage to the ʿatabāt-i ʿāliyyāt, as well as to the need for documenting the pilgrim's pious journey ( fig. 26 ).
a mid-twentieth-century specimen of this genre, sized 36 by 45 centimeters, is among those analyzed in great detail in elisabeth puin's study of islamic posters.69 the visual levels of this item, whose images essentially have to be read from the upper right to the lower left side, appear to betray its origin from the original format of a scroll. Without going into much detail here, suffice it to point out that this poster, while depicting more or less the same sites as the previous specimen, puts additional emphasis on imam rida as the one shiʿi a highly unusual and, in fact, an invaluable mid-eighteenth-century manuscript precursor to the nineteenthcentury lithographed item. the journey's stations or sites are more or less the same as in the lithographed scroll. identified by captions written inside the images, the journey begins in Marwa and safa, followed by the sanctuary in Mecca. the two shrines depicted after Mecca are those of Muhammad in Medina and of husayn in Karbala. While the depiction of husayn's shrine is strangely out of order, its placement next to that of Muhammad stresses the shrine's supreme importance for the shiʿi community. Next come the small shrines on the cemetery of Baqiʿ, followed by the orchard of Fadak and the shrine of ʿali in Najaf. in the mosque at Kufa, Noah's ark is clearly identifiable. the last image of the first section shows the sanctuary of the martyrs of Karbala. the sites on the second section of the scroll comprise the shrines of abu 'l-Fadl ʿabbas, Kazimayn, ʿaskariyayn, and the sahib-i zaman. Before reaching the final destination in Mashhad, there is an image of imam rida's footprints (in Nishapur); the same frame also shows the "scales of justice" (mīzān-i aʿlā), on which every person's good and bad deeds will be weighed on the day of judgment, and a large hand, whose five fingers symbolize the five members (panj tan) of the prophet's family-i.e., Muhammad, his daughter, Fatima, her husband, ʿali, and their sons, hasan and husayn. in a separate frame, there is a set of three cypress trees. Many of the captions have been translated into german, but the ink in which these words were added is so faded that they are hardly legible. the verses framing the images on all four sides correspond closely to those on the lithographed scroll, and most of the shrines are depicted in a similarly stereotypical manner.
the Niebuhr scroll shares an important feature with the lithographed scroll, and only with that nineteenthcentury item, in that both are arranged horizontally. as far as we are able to judge from the published evidence, all older scrolls, whether of a predominantly sunni or shiʿi type,63 are indiscriminately organized vertically, and their images are read from top to bottom. considering the hypothesis that pilgrimage scrolls were intended for display (either public or private),64 the new arrangement might be taken as a further argument for the commodification of these objects, since the hanging of the Besides its value as a historical document, the prime importance of the lithographed scroll lies in adding a shiʿi dimension to the study of hajj certificates, a dimension that has so far been neglected. this shiʿi dimension is, first of all, evident in the physical aspect of the pilgrimage as it is presented in both the verse and the visual narrative. Quite naturally, shiʿis would visit sites that are of particular relevance for adherents of the shiʿi creed. visually, this emphasis is already evident for the sites visited in arabia, such as the cemetery of Baqiʿ and the oasis of Fadak, none of which play a major role for sunni pilgrims. shiʿi preferences then become dominant for the sites visited in iraq, most of which are linked to the traumatic experience of the battle at Karbala. When finally turning to iran, the shiʿi perspective is widened through the inclusion of sites dedicated to venerated relatives of various imams. Moreover, by travelling via Qum to Mashhad, the intensity of veneration increases until it culminates in the pilgrim's final destination at the shrine of imam rida in Mashhad. By representing this site with a larger amount of detail than any other, the scroll's images underline the supreme holiness of this shrine, the holiest one within iranian territory. the shiʿi documents share with the sunni hajj certificates the perspective that the hajj to Mecca is the fulfillment of the supreme religious duty of all Muslims. after Mecca, sunni illustrated hajj certificates would sometimes move on to Medina and end in jerusalem, thus documenting a visit to other venerated sites whose religious importance, however, is clearly secondary to Mecca. in the shiʿi pilgrimage certificates, the hajj acquires the character of a mere starting point, almost a pretext to the pilgrim's subsequent journey. this journey is much more than a supplement to the hajj proper (as in the sunni items), and much more than a return to the pilgrim's place of origin, since the scroll's visual course eventually succeeds in displacing Mecca. the shiʿi pilgrim's additional, and equally important, goal is his visit to the holy sites in iraq and iran. the tomb of husayn in Karbala remains, as it has always been, the most important shiʿi sacred site. 73 But the final and, in fact, the ultimate destination of the lithographed pil-imam buried in iranian soil. in the middle of the right and left sides, respectively, are two scenes connected to imam rida's life (and death). on the right side we see caliph al-Ma ʾmun offering poisoned grapes to imam rida, and on the left side, the compassionate imam rida asks a hunter to spare a gazelle and her young ones-an anecdote that is also narrated for the prophet Muhammad.70 imam rida's national importance is furthermore stressed by two iranian flags flanking the golden dome of his sanctuary. this poster is significant in several ways. First of all, its iconography is closely related to the historical items, as is its combination of imagery and chāvūshī-khānī verses on the borders. second, the poster comprises not only the "complete" visual itinerary from Mecca to Mashhad, including such typically shiʿi sites as the cemetery at Baqiʿ, but also (just left of the center) an image of the temple Mount in jerusalem that is not part of the repertoire in the older shiʿi items. Whether or not this extension relates to an evolution in preferences for the pilgrimage itinerary will have to be discussed against the evidence of historical travelogues. lastly, the modern poster is related to similar items that, probably from the middle of the twentieth century onwards, would focus solely on details of the Mashhad sanctuary and the history of imam rida, such as a poster in the author's private collection ( fig. 27 ). 71 the documents discussed above prove, if anything, that the lithographed pilgrimage scroll from the Qajar period is not unique in its approach to depicting the pilgrim's visual journey from Mecca to Mashhad. rather, to the contrary, it is part of a specifically shiʿi visual tradition that extends historically at least to the final years of the safavid period. already in the seventeenth century, adam olearius, who visited iran in the 1630s, had mentioned pilgrimage certificates that were issued in both ardabil and Mashhad as documents testifying to the pilgrims' voyage and to the rites they had performed.72 it remains to be determined whether these early, specifically shiʿi certificates were illustrated, and if so, when such illustrations first began to be included. at any rate, the modern descendants of the historical shiʿi pilgrimage certificates were produced until the middle of the twentieth century.
sayn's shrine. as in the scroll's rendering of this shrine, the dome and the two minarets are covered in gold, here again emulated by a brick-like design. the peculiar shape of husayn's tomb is clearly discernible, as are the two rooms to its side. on the left side, we are able to identify the "tombs of the martyrs (of Karbala)," and on the right side we see a single column representing the palm tree of Mary, the nakhla-i Maryam.
the representation of the pilgrimage sites in arabia, to the contrary, sometimes lacks detail, is incorrect, or tends toward conventional stereotypes. this evaluation applies, for example, to the palm tree orchard in Fadak, which is rendered more or less as the typical vision of a persian garden. the design of the dome of the exemplary shrine in the cemetery of Baqiʿ does not differ decisively from those of any of the shiʿi shrines depicted later. and the silver lattice structure enclosing the venerated individual's tomb (persian ḍarīḥ) is unanimously applied to all tombs, whether shiʿi or not, thus serving as a Qajar-period iconographical shorthand for a venerated tomb. contrasting with the application of this stereotypical imagery, the sites of the four legal schools of sunni islam in the Ḥaram at Mecca were incorrectly situated, while both the well of zamzam and the maqām Ibrāhīm are absent altogether. even so, the artist's presentation of the Kaʿba is firmly in line with visual tradition, as documented by the many available samples from earlier hajj certificates and illustrations in a variety of books. Notably, it is more detailed and more faithful than in most other contemporary lithographed illustrations, several of which have been identified in lithographed books of the period ( fig. 29 ).
Both illustrations reproduced here are the work of Mirza ʿali-Quli Khuʾi, the most prolific artist of lithographic illustration of the Qajar period.74 the image on the left illustrates the moment when Muhammad and his troops victoriously enter the holy precinct in Mecca.75 the one on the right illustrates one of the miracles attributed to ʿali ibn al-husayn "zayn al-ʿabidin," the imam sajjad, as the black stone testifies to his rightful position.76 even though in both instances the protruding platform of the Kaʿba is shown correctly, the black stone is erroneously placed to the right side of the Kaʿba's door. consequently, the second image here shows the mīzāb on the left side of the door, whereas it grimage scroll is the sanctuary of imam rida in Mashhad. as a centrally placed line of poetry on the modern Mashhad poster ( fig. 27 ) emphatically states, the divine reward (savāb) of a single visit (ṭavāf) to imam rida's tomb is 7,770 times more than that of the hajj. By relying on the hajj paradigm, and by combining its traditional visual code with the specifically iranian element of chāvūshī-khānī traditions, the scroll succeeds in iranicizing the pilgrimage and in embedding the sacred iranian territory in a shiʿi world view. on a second and somewhat less obvious level, the shiʿi perspective also shows in the varying degrees of faithfulness and detail with which the artist visualizes the pilgrimage sites. the artist's presentation of the shiʿi sites in iraq and iran often betrays an intimate knowledge of specific details, almost as if he had been phy sically present. direct points of comparison are extreme ly rare, but i was able to identify at least one lithographed representation of the shrine of imam husayn in Karbala in a vaguely contemporary persian book ( fig. 28) printed ones, have not received much attention. Moreover, hajj certificates have so far mostly been studied as a sunni or general Muslim phenomenon, and items with a specific shiʿi agenda have largely been neglected. the present essay discusses in detail an illustrated shiʿi pilgrimage scroll from the Qajar period that is currently preserved in a private collection in hawai'i. preceded by the Niebuhr scroll, an illustrated manuscript copy dating from the middle of the eighteenth century, and followed by modern printed posters, the lithographed Qajar-period scroll presents a distinct shiʿi perspective in that the pilgrim's ultimate goal is the sanctuary of the eighth shiʿi imam, ʿali ibn Musa al-rida (d. 818), in Mashhad.
KeYWords pilgrimage, hajj certificate, lithographic printing, lithographic illustration, shiʿi sanctuaries, shiʿi visual culture, carsten Niebuhr, Mecca, Mashhad, Karbala Notes Author's note: this study was conceived during my research stay as scholar-in-residence at the doris duke Foundation for islamic art in shangri la, in honolulu, hawai'i, in september-october, 2012. an earlier, much shorter version of the present essay is available online as "From Mecca to Mashhad: the Narrative of an illustrated shiite pilgrimage scroll from the Qajar period," Shangri La Working Papers in Islamic Art 5 (july 2013): 1-33, at shangrilahawaii.org (last accessed February 15, 2014). i would like to thank the staff at the institution, in particular public program Manager carol Khewhok and former curator of islamic art Keelan overton, whose hospitality and helpfulness made my residency a memorable experience. i am deeply grateful to the owner of the scroll for permitting me to study and publish this fascinating object. i owe a particular token of gratitude to my former assistant roxana zenhari for her help in reading the poetry and identifying the various sites depicted on the scroll. several colleagues have lent their support and advice. For their assistance and comments on earlier versions of this essay, i thank Mohsen ashtiany, ali Boozari, Willem Floor, Maria vittoria Fontana, anne haslund hansen, rasul jaʿfariyān, Majid gholami jalise, shahnaz and seifoddin Nadjmabadi, Keelan overton, elisabeth puin, arnoud vrolijk, and jan just Witkam. christiane gruber has been most generous in commenting on an earlier version of this text, suggesting interpretations, and supplying numerous references. i am grateful to the editors of Muqarnas as is correctly located on the corner of the Kaʿba opposite the black stone. While it is not clear why the artist did not render the details correctly, it is unlikely that his illustration draws on the visual experience of a visit in person.
Further findings will hopefully enable us to explore in the future the context of the lithographed shiʿi pilgrimage scroll in more detail. Until then, the Qajar-period scroll provides a fascinating extension to the "regular" hajj certificates that are dominated by a sunni perspective. Whether this and similar pilgrimage certificates acted as records of pilgrimages by proxy or whether they were acquired and kept by the pilgrims themselves as personal mementos or tokens77 "replacing the urge to carry home one's experience of the place,"78 they obviously served an important function. From today's analytical perspective, they attest to the transformation of geographical places into visually constructed sacred spaces,79 and of terrestrial geography into religious topography, thereby authenticating the related set of religious practices and beliefs.80 these mechanisms are ruled by a specific interpretation of history that on the one hand historicizes shiʿism, while on the other presenting historical events from a decidedly iranian shiʿi perspective. in this manner, the lithographed shiʿi pilgrimage scroll also testifies to the growing self-awareness of the iranian shiʿi community in the Qajar period, an awareness that only in the twentieth century would begin to receive its due scholarly recognition.
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Göttingen, Germany aBstract hajj certificates are stylized legal documents testifying to the fact that a certain individual has participated in the pilgrimage to Mecca and has executed the required rituals. While most previous studies of hajj certificates and related phenomena are concerned with specimens that are either very old or particularly attractive in terms of their execution, fairly recent items, and particularly
